
deserves
bounce back!

Every child

- Trauma education & parent or caregiver
participation

- Emotional support
- Individual and group therapeutic treatment
- Expressive and creative learning
opportunities  including art and horse
experiences

- In a fun, positive, energetic, memorable
camp-style experience

All about Bounce!
Bounce! is a therapeutic program for 
traumatized children run by qualified and 
experienced counselors.  The program has 
a proven success in reducing PTSD.

The goal of Bounce! is to relieve and 
prevent emotional suffering of traumatized 
children and their families through: 

The program includes a partnership with 
parents  and caregivers to provide an interview
and appropriate screening, pre and post 
assessments, and parent education. 
Follow up services are available if appropriate.

All about BOUNCE!

Who should attend BOUNCE!
Youth ages 10-17+, who have experienced 
a traumatic event and still carry negative 
effects of the event.

Sign-up today!
1. The Bounce! Application Form is available 

online at www.wellspringmiami.org.
2. After your application is reviewed, a Wellspring 

counselor will contact you to discuss the 
appropriateness of this program for your child’s 
needs.

3. If accepted into the program, Wellspring will 
schedule an interview with you and your child 
to answer questions, provide appropriate 
forms to be signed, and discuss financial 
arrangements.

www.wellspringmiami.org

786.573.7010         bounce@wellspringmiami.org
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Is your child su�ering

Some examples of traumatic events can include:
- Physical / sexual abuse
- Witnessing violence
- Sudden death or loss of a loved one
- Separation from a parent
- Natural disaster
- Severe illness
- Accident
- Perceived danger
- Divorce

from a past

Is your child exhibiting
symptoms of PTSD?

Symptoms of PTSD can include:
More di�culty doing schoolwork, 
concentrating or remembering things
Disturbing “pictures in his / her head” 
about what happened
Arguing or �ghting more than usual
More worried, nervous or irritable
Startles easily or feels jumpy
Di�culties sleeping, has nightmares, 
or doesn’t want to sleep in his / her bed
Doesn’t want to talk about what happened,  
or can’t stop talking about what happened
Increased unexplained physical complaints, 
stomachaches and headaches
Seems sad or unhappy
Needs more comfort or attention than usual

When family & friends are just
not enough...

Sometimes the love of family and friends is all 
a child needs to recover from a negative 
life event. Other times, without specialized 
help, the negative e�ects of a traumatic 
incident do not go away, and can in�uence 
all aspects of a child's life and future.

Wellspring Counseling has developed the 
Bounce! Program to help youth to 
“bounce back” from these events with 
Post Traumatic Growth instead of Post 
Traumatic Stress. 

Are you ready for your child to
Bounce! back?

Bounce! Intensive is 
a one-week 
therapeutic 
day program, 
designed to 
resolve trauma. 

Therapy during the school year can be 
challenging to schedule, disruptive to daily 
routines or expensive. This camp-style 
format is ideal for families who schedule life 
one week at a time during school breaks.

This program is funded in part by a Miami 
Dade County grant. Sponsorship is available 
for qualified youth. Space is limited so apply 
today!

traumatic event?

PTSD
Post

Traumatic
Stress

Disorder

lingering 
mental health problems 
that some people develop 
after experiencing
or witnessing 
an overwhelming event


